Object migration is usually applied to optimize distributed monolithic systems. In this papel; we investigate the effects of using object migration in cooperative systems which consist of autonomous, independently developed components. We show that the use of migration policies which are set up with only one component in mind can have detrimental effects on the overall pelformance. To avoid this without changing the internal structure of the components, we introduce two novel approaches: transient placement and reduction of attachment-transitiveness. The effects of these modifcations are evaluated by simulation.
Introduction
In most modern application areas, take office or factory automation as examples, many independent components cooperate to complete a common task. Most often the components are not developed from scratch, but rather in an evolutionary manner. It is wrong to assume that their external behaviors are compliant because they are normally developed by independent teams or even purchased off-the-shelf. At any rate, they have to work together in one distributed system. In addition, they must cooperate, which normally means that they share a subset of common data.
The overall behavior of a distributed system is made up of the sum of the local behaviour of all independent interacting components. The components dynamically need different items, so the simple approach of mapping all entities statically to nodes generally decreases quality-parameters like performance or fault-tolerance. One depends on mechanisms like replication [3,4,9], fragmentation [ 131 or objectmigration [ I , 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 141 to counter this decrease in performance. Because of their nature, replication and fragmentation have always been discussed in the context of parallel access from different nodes. However, object migration is most often only investigated if it is the case that a sinFakultat fur Informatik Universitat Karlsruhe D-76 128 Karlsruhe, Germany kottmann I walter@ira.uka.de gle application issues migration requests.
When independently developed components work together, we call the resulting system a non-monolithic application. Using distribution mechanisms for such applications implies that the mechanisms are used concurrently in an unsynchronized manner. As long as the mechanisms in such systems are not designed according to this observation, they could be useless or even cause detrimental effects. In this paper, we show that this is a particular danger if one employs object migration. Further, we will develop systemlevel mechanisms to counter this phenomenon.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the common notion of object migration, show what the term migration policies means, and identify the prerequisites that underly the conventional linguistic support. It will become clear that those approaches fail for non-monolithic applications. How conventional run-time support can be extended to these areas is the subject of Section 3. We identify two simple modifications; they are transient placement and reduction of attachment-transitiveness. The effects of these modifications are evaluated by simulation (Section 4). We show that the policies effectively counter the performance degradation imposed by conventional migration policies in non-monolithic applications. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and gives a brief outlook for future work in this area.
Object Migration

Distributed Object-Oriented Systems
Objects have a well-defined interface consisting of a set of methods which can be invoked by clients. They hide the implementation of their methods, encapsulate their state and have no state in common with other objects. Consequently, objects interact solely via the exchange of messages. Hence, interaction among objects can be readily mapped to communication in a distributed system. This makes objects an ideal model on which to build distributed applications. To distribute objects, one needs only a level of indirection to trap remote invocations and forward them to the location of the remote object. The technical principles of such systems are well understood [5] and need no further discussion.
Controlling Migration
As objects encapsulate their internal state, they are not only ideal entities for distribution, but are also movable. This observation has lead to a wealth of systems which support mobile objects as discussed in the comparative studies of Borghoff [4] and Nuttall [14] .
Basically, object migration is nothing else than an unintelligent tool. Benefits can only be drawn from this tool, if it is used in a way compliant with the goal one intends to achieve. Hence, not the tool, but the policy for controlling the tool is the central issue. To support this observation, look at the different goals for which mobile objects can be used.
load-sharing by moving objects around the system, one can take advantage of lightly used computers; communication performance objects that interact intensively can be moved to the same node during their interaction; and availability objects can be moved to different nodes to provide better failure coverage.
The list is incomplete. For a complete list see the discussion in [ 101. We selected the points which are commonly regarded as being of general importance. Even from this small list one can infer that the different goals are not generally compatible. Note, for example, that availability demands dislocated objects, while performance demands collocating them. The goal which is followed, is subject to the stated policy. Since communication performance is usually the target to be achieved we focus our discussion on this goal.
To separate mechanism from policy, systems that support object migration normally only comprise a small set of primitives as building blocks for more complex mechanisms for specific applications. This basic linguistic support for mobile objects is normally comprised of the following primitives:
Fixing objects -Some objects should not be able to migrate at all. This can be either a permanent or a transient property. In the first case, objects that depend on specific resources are fixed. The second is mostly the consequence of run-time decisions, e.g., to avoid thrashing. Linguistic support normally contains primitives such as fix(), unfix(), and
refix().
Moving objects -The basic building block to demand collocations or dislocations is some variant of the migrate(0, target) primitive. The target either names a node or another object. In the latter case the objects are collocated. To decide whether it is sensible to migrate objects, var I: [element] . . . Keeping objects together -Explicit migration only moves the specified objects without giving the system a clue about the reason for the move. For example, the system cannot infer whether collocation is permanent or temporary, i.e. whether it should latch the migrated objects to the target object specified in the migrate()-primitive or not. Instead, this must be expressed by the application based on predicted usage patterns. Consequently, linguistic support for migration often contains some means to attach() objects and to detach() them. The system guarantees that objects which are attached are moved together until they are explicitly detached again. Attachment is transitive but not symmetric [I, 101.
Migration Policies
The primitives presented above can be used as building blocks for arbitrary control policies. Many languages contain primitives that imply standard policies which are simple enough to be of general use. Two prominent examples are the move() and the visit() primitives. A move is a purposeful migration that is associated with some other primitive of the language. A visit is the combination of a move and a migrate back.
Frequently those primitives are used in operation declarations to force parameter objects to come to the callee (and to go back after the operation completed in the visit case). These policies are called call-by-move or call-byvisit. The prospect of more sophisticated policies arises, when the primitives can be latched to other syntactical elements. This is illustrated in Figure 1 , which adapts an example from [ I] . A list of objects (written as [obj] ) is processed inside a loop. As there are many accesses to the individual objects in the list, the loop is enclosed in a block (begidend) which begins with the list being forced to visit the processing node, and being kept there until the block has been completed.
Those primitive policies have one advantage compared to the basic migrate()-primitive: they carry semantics. A migrate(O,,Nl) only tells the system that the application wants to have object 0, at node NI for some reason. Con-versely, a move() always has a time during which it is valid. In the case of the call-by-move, this is the time needed to process the remote call. In the case of the block, it it the time the system spends processing the instructions inside this block. The semantics of the move primitive are related to this time span. The programmer tells the system that the cost of migrating the named object is less than the cost of using the object remotely during the time that the moveprimitive is valid.
Underlying Premises
Although the presented primitives are powerful tools for expressing control policies, their use relies on two implicit assumptions:
Objects know their future communication patterns. If this assumption does not hold, there is no base for any migration decision. Hence, an object should at least know the set of its communication partners, and the cost of calling and migrating objects.
AI1 objects are trusted. Any object may call for arbitrary attachments or fixings. Hence, no object can exert control over what other objects it is attached to or whether it is fixed at the moment. In order to make sure that all policies expressed by individual objects result in a sensible overall behavior, it is assumed that all objects behave in a reasonable manner.
These assumptions are appropriate for monolithic distributed applications that are set up by a single programmer or a small, closely-knit design team. In a world of autonomously developed objects or subsystems that exist together and share some common objects, these assumptions do not generally hold. For example, an object does not know about all its (transitive) attached partners, as any object may invoke the attach()-primitive with arbitrary arguments. Consequently, it may continuously underestimate the effect of an issued migrate()-primitive by assuming that fewer objects are clustered together than actually are, following all transitive attachments.
Run-Time-Support for Migration in Non-
Monolithic Applications
In this section we present solutions to the discussed shortcomings of conventional migration support in nonmonolithic environments. First we present how system support for non-monolithic environments can be integrated into a distributed object-oriented system. The cornerstone is the use of conventional linguistic support for object migration, but to reinterpret the primitives in case of conflicts on the system level. We present two approaches. The first one, the substitution of migration by transient placement, is completely transparent for the programmer. The second one relies on means for defining a cooperative subpopulation of objects,. This is treated as an add-on to existing object systems that can be included without changing the objects.
System Model
In distributed object-oriented systems, calls to objects are trapped, linearized and forwarded to the current location of the callee. There they are delinearized to enable a conventional invocation. This procedure is followed for conventional calls and for migration requests. The latter are not transformed into an invocation at the node of a callee, but interpreted by its run-time system. This is the place that has to be modified to include support for non-monolithic environments. Instead of simply executing the request more elaborate computations can be performed to decide whether the object should actually be moved or not. Note that this basic model does riot necessarily introduce additional remote operations, since everything is performed locally where the callee is situated.
Substituting Placement for Migration
Placement is a simple approach to help cope with concurrent move-requests from different nodes. A move-request is as usual forwarded to the current location of the object. When no concurrent move is operating on the object, the primitive is executed as in conventional systems and the object is transferred to the caller. As soon as it arrives, the object is locked. A locked object is sedentary until the block or operation to which the move-primitive is tied to is completedl. The completion is indicated to the run-time system with SUI end-request.
The resulting behavior is contrasted with conventional moves in Figure 2 . In that example, the object is no longer transferred twice. Instead of moving a locked object a simple inldication is returned to the run-time system of the initiator. Note that no additional remote operations are required to realize this new approach. The end-request is always a local operation. If the move was successful, the lock is removed. If not, the run-time system simply ignores the request based on the received indication. In that example placement saves the cost for one migration without imposing additional overhead for the calls. We compare the two approaches in detail in Section 4.2, using a simulation model.
IExploiting Dynamic Information
The conventional move is an aggressive approach for executing migration requests. On the other hand, placement can be seen as a conservative approach. Both do not exploit information about the set of users of an object, except when an object is stili1 in use by a move-block. Both approaches 1. The run-time system has to collect additional data about the users. Since this information has to be collocated with the object to enable its evaluation, the amount of data that has to be transferred when migrating an object increases.
2. Information has to be kept up to date. Hence, all move-and end-primitives have to be forwarded to the location of the object. Thus, the number of remote operations increases compared with the move-or place-approach.
Both requirements impose additional run-time overhead compared to the two simple approaches. On the other hand, more intelligence can be coded. We will discuss in section 4.3 whether the benefit outweighs their overhead.
Keeping Objects Together
In the following, we use the attach()-primitive of Section 2.2 as the basic building block to keep objects together. Attachments issued from different applications in a nonmonolithic environment are harmless, as long as the same set of objects are kept together. This is certainly true when the applications have similar usage patterns. As discussed in Section 2.4 different usage patterns may impose considerable overhead, as the applications base their decision to issue an attach()-primitive on incomplete information and thus underestimate the cost of migrations.
The effect of different usage-patterns is that each application attaches a set of objects to each other which it will work with. This set is called its working set. Applications base migration decisions on knowledge about their own working sets. But in the case of diverging usage patterns, the working sets of different applications overlap and are grouped together by the transitiveness of the attach()-primitives. In consequence all objects of all this working sets are moved.
To keep the migration decisions of applications reasonable, the working set that is actually moved has to be the same as the one, the migration decision is based on. In order to achieve this, we introduced in [ 121 the notion of an alliance. An alliance defines a dynamic relationship between a set of cooperative objects. Further, an alliance defines a cooperation-policy between a set of objects by restricting the interaction between the objects to those that contribute to the aim of the cooperation defined in the alliance. Some other authors also recently proposed to separate aspects of object cooperation into a separate construct, such as [2, 8, 151 . All of them define relationships between cooperating objects. In addition to those approaches, an alliance can define a distribution policy [ 111.
The only detail of importance for the following discussion is that objects can be members of different alliances and that a primitive that controls migration can be related to only one alliance. Relating primitives unambiguously to such relationships can be achieved in all cited approaches. This can be exploited to let the working set that is actually migrated be the same as the one, migration decisions are based on. This is achieved by restricting the transitiveness of attachments to the ones defined by one alliance. We call this restricted transitive relation A-transitive.
Similar effects arise through other restrictions of the transitiveness of attachments, e.g. by attributing attachments with identifiers or by employing some form of exclusive attachment. No matter what approach is taken, disjunctive working-sets for applications result. The effects of these approaches are analyzed in Section 4.4.
Evaluation
The Simulation Model
The communication structure among distributed objects is in general an arbitrary graph. The same is true for the network topology that interconnects the different nodes physically. Althoughit is merely a matter of complexity to model such structures into a simulation scenario, the obtained results would be hard to interpret. So we decided to use a simplified model to get interpretable results.
All the results that are presented in the next sections assume a fully connected network. We also performed simulations for other structures which provided comparable results. Additionally, it is assumed that the object system runs concurrently with other applications. Hence, the network load imposed by the communication of objects only contributes a small portion of the overall load. Thus, saturation effects for networks like Ethernet could be neglected. Further, we neglected the effects of different policies for locat- . All in all, these assumptions result in a network model in which communication cost between sedentary objects is distributed around the same mean value for all nodes. So we take this time as the base time-slot for the simulation, normalize it to 1, and express all other durations as multiples of a remote object invocation. Communicating with mobile objects can take more time, as they can not perform any operation while they are on the move. Hence, migrations can increase the mean duration of an invocation. This effect is integrated into the simulation model by blocking calls for an object that is on the move until it is reinstalled at its target node. Local invocations are processed without consuming simulation time as they are normally about 4 orders of magnitude faster than a remote action [ 11.
As we are only interested in the effects of our system level approaches for reinterpreting migration primitives, we only modeled the inter-object communication that occurs inside a move-block. The rest of the inter-object communication is part of the background load, just as the other applications are. Note that this strengthens our decision to neglect the saturation effects of networks. When a move block uses only a single object, it suffices to describe the block by the time M , necessary to migrate the object, the number N of invocations inside the block, the time ti between two invocations of the object inside the block, and the time t , between the end of the move block and the start of the next one inside the same application. We assume that moveblocks are set up by the programmer in a sensible way. This means that the time for the requested migration is less than the net duration of all object invocations inside the block, i.e. M 2 N . Since a move block that uses multiple objects can be decomposed into multiple collocated move blocks that use only one object each, move blocks for single objects are sufficient for our simulation model.
To make sure that the results can be interpreted, we assume a very simple inter-object communication structure: a one layer client-server relationship. No operation is invoked on client objects. Hence, they are sedentary and only server objects move during the simulation. Note that this is the basic building block for distributed applications, since each synchronous object invocation creates a transient client-server-relationship. Each client can communi- cate with each server. Move blocks are located inside the clients,. Hence, the rate of unsynchronized concurrent move requests is incremented through two parameters: in incrementing the number of clients N or in decrementing the time between the move-blocks inside each client t , .
There is no point in introducing attachments to these simple one layer inter-object communication structures. Attachments lead to implicit migrations of a working set. To model this, we extended the basic inter-object communication topology to the one depicted in Figure 3 for our simulative evaluation of the attachment approaches. It comprises of two layers of server objects. The first one is directly used by clients. Thos~e servers use the servers of the second layer which belong to the working set of this server. A11 server objects in one working set are attached to the same object in the first layer. We assume that these attachments are reasonable. The effects discussed in Section 2.4 and 3.2 occur, when the working sets of servers partially overlap. The most important of these effects is that applications underestimate the cost of their migration decision, as their attachments are complemented by the ones of other applications.
All parameteirs for the simulation are given in table 1. We used e:xponential distribution for non-fixed parameters. All simulations were run as long, as a confidence interval of 1 % was reached wilh probability p = 0.99. The parameters of the following simulations are subsumed in table 2.
Shbstitutlng Placement for Migration
The place approach was compared to the conventional move approach and to a system without moveable objects. Our claim is, that we counter the performance degradation imposed by non-synchronized concurrent migration request:;. Along the lines of our simulation model, two different sets of simulation have been performed: 1. A set with a fixed number of client objects where concurrency is increased by increasing the usage-frequency.
2. A set with a fixed usage-frequency where concurrency Para. Fig. 4 Fig. 6 Fig. 7 Increasing the Usage-Frequency The effect of increasing the usage frequency while using a fixed set of clients is depicted in Figure 4 . It shows the duration of calls relative to the current usage-frequency. The durationis comprised of the mean duration of an invocation plus the mean duration of a migration. The latter is computed by dividing the cost for moving an object by the number of invocations that belong to that move block. These two durations are separately displayed in Figure 5 . As only three clients were active concurrently, the mean duration of a call without mobile objects is 413, because it consists of a call and a result message and the chance that the callee is local with respect to the caller is 1/C = 1/3. The results show clearly that migrating objects can improve performance. Furthermore, it can be seen that the place approach performs better than the simple move approach in systems with unsynchronized migration requests from different clients.
In the case of mobile objects, the duration of an invocation generally increases with an increase in the concurrency of migration requests. But Figure 4 shows that for high concurrency levels, the duration decreases once again. The reason for this behavior can be found in the two detailed figures. The upper part of Figure 5 shows that the duration of calls always increases with concurrency, since the chances to migrate an object to the caller to perform local invocations decreases. On the other hand, the migration duration per invocation decreases with concurrency (see the lower part Figure 5) . The reason is that the chance of finding that the callee is already local increases and that fewer migration requests reach a non-locked object.
Increasing the Number of Callers Increasing concur-
rency by increasing the number of clients models the situation of hot-spot objects that are used by many clients. The common knowledge that it is better not to migrate such objects can be clearly seen in Figure 6 . When using the move approach, the duration of calls linearly increases with the number of concurrent callers. Once again the place approach manages to cope with the decreasing performance. Note that the break-even point where migration gets worse than using fixed objects increases from 6 to 20 concurrent clients. As the plot for the place approach grows sublinearly with the number of clients and the growing rate decreases, an increase in N/A4 will have an over-proportional effect on the break even-point, when contrasted with the basic migration policy. Figure 7 shows the mean communication-time per call using the conservative placement approach without any additional run-time information and the effects of two intelligent placement strategies. We privileged the intelligent strategies as we did not simulate the overhead necessary to collect the information and that moving collected information increases migration durations. Hence, the improvement would be even less in real applications. The first strategy, comparing nodes, bases its migration decisions on the number of move-requests originating from one node. It tries to keep objects always at that node from where the most move-requests have been issued. Here, a move-request may initially have no effect on the location of the requested object but may lead to a migration at some point later if further move-requests are issued from the same node.
Exploiting Dynamic Information
The second strategy -comparing and reinstantiationtreats move-requests in the same way. In addition, objects are not only migrated on move-requests but also on endrequests when an end-request results in some other node holding a majority of open move-requests.
Both strategies only lead to minor performance gains.
This strengthens our claim that the conservative and simple place approach suffices to counter the degradation in nonmonolithic applications, even if other intelligent approaches we did not think of can lead to bigger gains. 
Keeping Objects Together
Finally, figure 8 shows the effects of A-transitive attachments in combination with the move and place approach.
The underlying premise was that each alliance uses its associated objects in a distinct way, which is clearly a worstcase assumption. Applying the move approach together with unrestricted1 attachments has a devastating effect on non-monolithic applications. The more concurrent clients there are, the more often they steal the working sets of other clients. The place approach combined with unrestricted attachment is a first improvement, as conlllicting move-requests do not lead to the migration of the requested object and, consequently, also do not lead to the migration of the working-sets. The best results are obtained w' h j en attachments are reduced to the working sets of the individual applici~tions, as is done by exploiting A-transitiveness. All in all, reducing attachments with respect to cooperative parts of the overall object population counters the detrimental effects which might appear when using attachments in nonmonolithic applications.
Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper it has been shown that conventional object migration which has been proven a useful mechanism for monolithic systems can have negative effects in nonmonolithic systems where autonomous components concurrently and cooperatively perform their tasks. The degradation mainly arises when conflicting policies applied by different objects do not know what their colleagues in the system are doing. We proposed two system-level approaches to counter these effects. The first is to replace the conventional aggressive move approach with the conservative place approach, that only migrates objects when no other object has requested a concurrent move for this object. A simulation model confirmed the superiority of this approach. The simulation further indicated that even more intelligent policies to deal with conflicting move-requests which exploit run-time information seem not to be worth their overhead and the additional implementation effort they require.
As a second modification to conventional mechanisms, we proposed restricting attachments to well-defined cooperation contexts. As an abstraction for these contexts, we used alliances and restricted transitiveness of attachment to the members of individual alliances. This prevents applications from underestimating the costs of migrations, when some component has added elements to the transitive closure of a certain attachment. Again simulation confirmed our claim.
In this paper we were only concerned with object migration. It seems promising to use other mechanisms as targets for reinterpreting primitives in non-monolithic environments at the system level, as was already shown for a very basic case in Emerald [lo] , where migration requests for immutable objects simply create a new copy of themselves.
